Educational, legal, and political issues affect northern school desegregation. The United States has failed to meet the challenge of developing a multiracial society in which minority group members are a significant part of the machinery of the national life. Two separate societies, one black and one white, are a reality both educationally and residentially. Black migration patterns, and urban racial composition, implications of migration patterns for education, the role of the federal government, the role of realtors and bankers, local and state government school board action, the failure of open housing laws, changing racial attitudes, segregation and white superiority, the role of the teacher, student achievement and the multiracial classroom, the busing controversy, and the political nature of education are all factors to be considered in school desegregation. The Detroit school desegregation experience was affected by many of these factors. (Author/AB)
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CHAPTER X

Northern School Desegregation:
Educational, Legal and Political Issues

ROBERT W. GREEN

Introduction

Six years ago, several cities across America erupted in what became known as the disturbances of the summer of 1967. Federal troops and National Guardsmen occupied these cities, homes burned, and men, women, and children lost their lives in a summer of urban rebellion. Following these events, politicians, educators, sociologists, journalists, and other leading citizens called on America to make a renewed and revitalized commitment to tackling the pressing urban problems so long ignored by the private and public sectors of the American power structure. Extensive studies sponsored by the government, private foundations, and universities examined the causes of this crisis and outlined ameliorative steps to prevent the occurrence of a second "long hot summer."

Looking at the record since 1967, it is impossible to conclude that we have made any significant or lasting strides toward this goal. It is true that we have not had large-scale repetitions of the 1967 rebellion in our cities. But the problems of urban America still linger and fester in too many communities and their effect is felt throughout whole metropolitan areas. The wounds of 1967 have been bandaged, but America has failed to devise and implement a significant strategy leading to the development of an effective set of alternatives to the American crisis and dilemma manifested in the summer of that year.

George Romney, formerly secretary of housing and urban de-
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velopment in the Nixon administration, has concurred with this pessimistic view of the current status of urban America and the progress made since 1967. In a recent interview, the former Michigan governor stated:

Like others, I was not aware of the seriousness of the urban situation. We're doing some things better than we did then, but I do not believe we're making as much progress as we need to make. I don't think there's any question we still have not resolved many of the basic reasons that brought about the riots.

Now, America's metropolitan areas are once again in turmoil. This time it is over one specific issue—the busing of school children to achieve racial balance. This time, however, it will not be segments of the black community taking to the streets, nor will it be southern whites blocking schoolhouse doors to keep blacks out, as they did in the 1950s and early 1960s. Rather, it is northern urban and suburban whites who threaten to take to the streets or withdraw their children from public schools, protesting the legal integration of their children with black Americans. As in 1967, the eyes of America are particularly focused on Detroit, Michigan, where Federal District Court Judge Stephen Roth has ordered two-way busing between Detroit and fifty-two white suburbs, the largest desegregation order ever issued in either the North or South.

Desegregation in the North

SEPARATE SOCIETIES

Following its study of the 1967 rebellion, the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders (Kerner commission) urged America to adopt desegregation as "the priority education strategy because it is essential to the future of American society." The commission warned that without the opportunity to interact in the educational setting, the racial attitudes produced by three centuries of myths,


ignorance, and bias would be perpetuated. But this was hardly the first warning of its kind. Two years earlier, U.S. Commissioner of Education Harold Howe II challenged a conference of school administrators to meet the need for quality multiracial education. Howe stated: "A revolution is brewing under our feet, and it is largely up to the schools to determine whether the energies of that revolution can be converted into a new and vigorous source of American progress or whether the explosion will rip this nation into two societies."

In spite of these warnings, America has failed to meet the challenge of developing a multiracial society in which minority group members are a significant part of the machinery of our national life. Between 1960 and 1966 the majority of the nation's blacks moved from rural areas to urban centers. But unlike European immigrant groups, blacks have been oppressed within the urban social structure, separated not by accident or choice but by differences in income, education, and skin color from the economically prospering white majority. The separate societies—one black, one white—predicted by the Kerner Commission have become a reality, both educationally and residentially. The promises of change born with the Supreme Court decisions of Brown v. Board of Education (1954) to end school segregation and of Shelley v. Kraemer (1948) to end housing segregation remain unfulfilled.

**EDUCATIONAL SEGREGATION**

In the nineteen years since the court outlawed segregated education, we have witnessed the increasing separation of children along racial lines in the nation's schools. In 1952 Bond estimated that only 7 percent of black elementary and 10 percent of black high school


7. In Brown v. Board of Education (1954) the court ruled that separate but equal educational facilities are "inherently" unequal. In Shelley v. Kraemer (1948) the court said judicial enforcement of racially restrictive neighborhood covenants violates the Fourteenth Amendment guarantee of equal protection.
pupils in America attended “physically integrated” schools. In the North and West, however, Bond found that the degree of integration was considerably greater, with 25 percent of black elementary and 50 percent of black high school students in integrated schools. It can be inferred from those data that the preponderance of segregated schools in America at that time was located in the South where state and local ordinances explicitly enforced segregated education.

The expectation that segregated schooling would begin to disappear following the 1954 court decision has not been realized. While northern liberals berated the South for its racist policies and practices and the federal government spent most of its efforts below the Mason-Dixon line, the schools of the urban North and West caught up with and even surpassed the South in the degree of educational segregation practiced. Between 1940 and 1960 the black population of the South increased by 1.4 million, while the black population of the North increased by 4.6 million. However, northern school boards failed to place black migrants into the schools which white children attended, routing them into schools in which black northerners had historically been contained. Dentler observed in 1966 that school segregation is so widespread in the North that “if the public schools are placed on a scale from all-white to all-Negro, the great majority of them will cluster at the far extremes.” The Coleman report (1966) confirmed this statement, noting that nearly 80 percent of all white first- and twelfth-graders attended schools that were 90–100 percent white, while more than 65 percent of black first-graders were in schools 90 or more percent black and 87 percent of black first-graders were in majority-black schools.


(In long chapters containing many footnotes and repeated references to the same source, short titles are generally used instead of, or in addition to, the abbreviation op. cit.).

schools. One year later the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights reported in a study of seventy-five American cities that 75 percent of black elementary pupils attended schools 90–100 percent black, while 83 percent of all white students attended schools 90 or more percent white. The commission found that nearly 90 percent of all black elementary pupils attended majority-black schools. Figures for school enrollment in the fall of 1968 indicated little change in this pattern of educational segregation.

The picture for nationwide school desegregation remains as bleak in the 1970s as it was in the fifties and sixties. What has become clear, however, is that northern school officials have been doing an even more effective job of separating students by race than have their southern counterparts. The South achieved educational segregation by means of law prior to 1954, and since then some progress has been made to reverse segregated educational patterns. The North, however, historically avoided such explicit laws and instead relied on residential segregation to insure the same end. While the South applied brute force to keep blacks and whites separate, the North employed attorneys to argue in the courts that school segregation came about through no official actions or policies, but rather through “accident of residence.” This contrast in methods led Commissioner of Education Howe to question which was worse—“the honest bigotry of the South or the well-intentioned timidity of the North.”

To date the courts have failed to combat effectively de facto school segregation, and President Nixon has stated that his administration will concentrate only on areas of the country where segregation has come about through explicit laws—i.e., the South. The effects of this public policy are made evident in recent reports on school segregation. These reports reveal that the only real gains

made have been in the South, while northerners have failed to deal with their own segregation problem and, instead, have compounded it through flight to white suburbia. Data released by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW) in June 1971 revealed that nationally the total number of blacks attending majority-white schools rose from 23.4 percent in fall 1968 to 33.1 percent in fall 1970. Within the same period in the North and West, the number of blacks in majority-white schools actually dropped 0.1 percent. Updated HEW figures released in January 1972 showed once again that a greater percentage of black pupils in the North than in the South are still in all-black schools. In eleven southern states, 9.2 percent of blacks are in all-black schools as compared to 68 percent in 1968. In the North 11.2 percent of blacks are still in all-black schools, a drop of only 1.1 percent since 1968. HEW civil rights chief J. Stanley Pottinger has said that the dramatic improvement in the South can be traced directly to busing programs implemented there to achieve racial balance. Given the considerable increase in absolute numbers of school children since 1954, it is safe to conclude that the actual number of children attending segregated schools in the North has greatly increased in the last nineteen years. The Supreme Court decision heralded as marking "the biggest improvement in the legal position of the Negro... in eighty years" has actually provided equality only on paper, while segregated educational practices have continued to spread and grow.

RESIDENTIAL SEGREGATION

Because northerners have inextricably tied the question of school segregation to the issue of residential segregation, the ineffectiveness

17. These figures do not take into account the great number of blacks and whites in schools with only a very small percentage of children of the opposite race.
of the 1948 court mandate against judicial enforcement of racially restrictive covenants is an integral part of any discussion of northern school segregation. Because this court action did less than nothing to change existing segregated housing patterns, today we cannot realistically effect school desegregation without busing.

Grodzins in his study of the metropolitan area as a racial problem stated that “one universal rule is that residential concentrations are segregated.” He pointed out that in every major city there is a “black belt” or a series of “black areas” surrounded by totally white areas. The social isolation of northern urban blacks and whites, he said, is far more complete than it ever was in the rural South. The Taeubers confirm this high degree of residential segregation.

The residential containment of the black man in America has increased over time: The segregation index for 83 of 109 cities studied by the Taeubers increased between 1940-1950. During the next decade, the index for 43 of the 109 cities again increased. In 1968 Taeuber and University of Michigan population expert Farley analyzed special census data for thirteen cities collected after 1960. They concluded:

Putting these results together with those of 1940-60, there is strong evidence that the pervasive pattern of residential segregation has not been significantly breached. Stability in segregation patterns has been maintained, despite massive demographic transformation, marked advances in Negro economic welfare, urban renewal and other clearance and resettlement programs, considerable undoubling of living quarters and diminished room crowding, high vacancy rates in many of the worst slums, and an array of federal, state and local anti-discrimination regulations.

Despite the 1948 decision against racially restrictive covenants,

21. Ibid., p. 11.
23. The Taeubers define the segregation index as the number of non-white people who would have to move in order for each census tract and city block to have the same racial balance as the city taken as a whole.
the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights reported in 1967 that these covenants are still used and are helping to maintain patterns of segregation in America. While these conclusions are disturbing per se, their implications are even more significant when we look at developments in the South, the only area where some progress has been made in school desegregation. When we study the South, we find that where the low status of blacks can no longer be maintained by economic factors, legal barriers, or the so-called etiquette of race relations, de facto or residential segregation is now being used to achieve resegregation of the schools. Weinberg noted that “housing segregation is growing fastest in southern cities, thus supplying the de-facto-ists the arguments they have learned from their northern brethren.”

WHY WE HAVE FAILED

If we are to begin to take positive and effective action toward rebuilding America into one society—black and white together—it is imperative that we ask ourselves why we have failed to bring multiracialism to American education and American society during the last two decades. In effect, we have closed our eyes to the real problems of blacks and whites in the cities. Token efforts have been made to build a multiracial society, but Americans have failed to make the necessary moral commitment. America boasts of being a nation where anything is possible. Through vast expenditures of time, money, and human effort it has sent men to the moon and brought them back safely, yet it has been unable to bring equality of and quality in education to all its children. Racism continues to pervade American life and each day destroys a little more the promise of real equality for the black man.


America's leaders have failed to offer the needed direction in the urban educational sphere. The advances made by blacks in the last twenty years have come about only through the diligent work of the struggling black masses and a few charismatic black leaders—men such as Martin Luther King Jr., Whitney M. Young Jr., Thurgood Marshall, and others in the NAACP. In many instances white society has taken other talented young blacks and elevated them to high positions where they could be of less direct help to the black community. These black men could only do so much and go so far; they raised white consciousness of the black man's status in America and they broke down the symbols of inequality in white society such as "white-only" lunch counters and public accommodations. What has become evident, though, is that institutional changes must come about through the active commitment and participation of white society. A black-white coalition is necessary to rearrange the power structures in America that negatively affect the status of blacks and other oppressed minorities.

White politicians from the president down to local officials, religious leaders, and, most significantly, school administrators and teachers, have been content to sit back and practice a "philosophy of indifference" or "benign neglect" with respect to educating minorities. Education in the U.S. has served only to reflect conditions in our society, while it has failed to act as "an agent of social change and a force toward implementing the ideals of society." All of the demands for change have come from outside the educational sphere, from groups such as the NAACP, which have spearheaded every major desegregation case since Brown. Education, which traditionally served as a vehicle of upward mobility for discussion of racism in education, see Robert L. Green, "Racism in American Education," Phi Delta Kappan 53 (1972): 274-76; Robert L. Green et al., "The Sociology of Multiracial Schools," Inequality in Education, no. 9, August 3, 1971 (Center for law and Education Harvard University), pp. 25-27; Robert L. Green, ed., Racial Crisis in American Education (Chicago: Follett Educational Corp., 1969).

immigrant groups, has not served the best interests of the black community. The Kerner commission noted that U.S. schools have "failed to provide the educational experience which could help overcome the effects of discrimination and deprivation." Clark has observed:

The public schools are beginning to betray the purpose for which they were founded: to give each child an equal chance to education and to serve as an impetus for progress of the poor and neglected into the circle of democratic opportunity. Instead, the public schools are becoming an instrument for the perpetuation—and strengthening—of class and caste, while the elite cluster in their safe suburban schools or in the exclusive private schools.

It is not too late to change America's course, but past inactions dictate that white society now employ new—and possibly unpopular—tools to realize the goal of equality for all. Cross-district busing is one such tool that is necessary because Americans in the public and private sectors have failed to live up to the promise of better housing for all on a nonsegregated basis; because the white majority has contained blacks in the central cities while seeking the "better life" in the suburbs; and because whites have mouthed a belief in racial equality without translating that belief into actions.

It is estimated that by 1985, 71 percent of the U.S. population will live in metropolitan areas. Eleven major cities now have black populations of 40 percent or more and four have black majorities. America has become a nation of black communities surrounded by ever growing white communities. Louis R. Lucas, chief NAACP attorney in both the Detroit and Richmond school desegregation cases, points out that the issue in these court tests is "are we going to have another South Africa in this country—are we going to be another nation of apartheid?" It is clear that unless we find the

answer to this question soon, we will find ourselves in a position in which we can do little about the problems of urban America, in general, or urban education, in particular.

The decision by Judge Roth in September 1971 finding the Detroit school system, the fourth largest in the nation, guilty of segregation and his subsequent order on metropolitan busing represent necessary and straightforward approaches to meeting the realities of metropolitan America. The Detroit court order is the largest desegregation order ever issued in either the North or South, and it is the first metropolitan consolidation ordered where a dual school system specifically imposed by law did not previously exist. With the Roth decision, we have an opportunity to begin to move away from prevailing apartheid policies in education and toward building a truly multiracial society.

By uniting fifty-two of the more than ninety predominately all-white suburban school districts with the majority-black Detroit system, Judge Roth took a courageous stand against those people who wish to see the core cities of America become virtual prisons encapsulating blacks, while white children continue to be imprisoned in equally impenetrable suburban "ghettoes" and miseducated about racial and social issues in America.

PUBLIC REACTION TO THE ROTH DECISION

As might have been expected, the Detroit-area white community is strongly opposed to the desegregation plan approved by Roth, even though every effort has been made to minimize the number of pupils to be reassigned, the number to be bused, the length of the bus rides, and the cost of transportation for the school system. Under the plan, Detroit is scheduled to be joined with fifty-two suburban districts. This area will then be divided into sixteen clusters,

38. On January 3, 1972, Federal District Court Judge Robert R. Merhige ruled in the case of Bradley v. School Board of the City of Richmond, Va. Judge Merhige's order called for consolidation of Richmond schools with those of the surrounding Henrico and Chesterfield counties. Like most southern school systems, the Richmond school system was officially a dual system before 1954. The Merhige decision was overturned by the circuit court of appeals and is now on appeal to the Supreme Court.

each cluster consisting of from three to five suburban areas and one or two former Detroit high school attendance zones. Of the sixteen clusters, eleven will have black enrollments of 23-28 percent. During a one-year interim period approved by the court, desegregation will take place only in a few of the cluster areas and no formal district consolidation will take place until final desegregation takes place. It is estimated that under the final plan, 37 percent of the 780,000 students in the fifty-three districts will be bused a maximum one-way trip time of forty-five minutes. This is only 88,000 more than the 203,000 students in the desegregation area who are already being bused to school.

Adverse public reaction to the Detroit plan must be confronted if progress is to be made in desegregating Detroit-area schools and eventually schools throughout urban America. “Many who have been themselves damaged by past patterns of racial segregation will continue to resist the demands of the present.” This is true for both blacks and whites, although a Detroit newspaper survey showed that half the city’s black population favors metropolitan busing if it will improve the quality of education for their children, while the white population overwhelmingly opposes the plan. The courts, however, have long held that “private and public opinion as to the desirability of desegregation in the community” provides no legal basis for delaying the prompt admission of children into public schools on an equal basis and without regard to race or color. Goff, as an assistant commissioner in the U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, observed:

Psychologically, the major deterrent to successful integration is the emotional influence of adults. They utilize residuals of their own child-
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43. Phyllis Myers, “From Auto City to School Bus-City,” City 6 (Summer 1972): 37.

hood training as well as current emotional needs in making decisions on the school question, and they refuse to come to grips with a conflicting morality whose only end is social regression. The projection of a heritage of immaturity means continuing conflict in succeeding generations.45

From a practical standpoint, the prolonged debate over school desegregation in Detroit can only be detrimental to the future success of the plan. Previous experience has shown that given time, the segregationist elements in a community will unite and grow stronger in their opposition.46

The current furor over metropolitan busing in itself is ironic in light of the origin of the Detroit court battle. The NAACP only became interested in Detroit after a very limited and entirely token integration plan was blocked by the state legislature in 1970. The plan involved only 9,000 high school students out of the 300,000 public school students in the city and was the first plan to involve movement of both blacks and whites to new schools to achieve greater racial balance. The desegregation plan had been tacked onto a decentralization plan approved by the Detroit school board in response to a state legislative mandate. When public opposition to desegregation became great, the legislature passed a law to prevent its implementation. Eventually, the school board members who had supported the plan were recalled and the progressive superintendent of schools resigned. After the recall election, school officials, including the school board attorney, traveled secretly to New York to urge the NAACP to file a suit against the state for passing the law blocking the token desegregation plan.47 Only after the NAACP decided to file suit against the school board and the state, alleging de jure segregation, did school officials begin to fight the charges. Initial public opposition to token desegregation and limited busing resulted in the current furor over metropolitan busing in Detroit.


When the Roth court order is implemented, Detroit will become the first big-city school system to fully desegregate, and resegregation of the schools as a result of residential shifts will be a near impossibility. The white flight to the suburbs as a strategy to avoid multiracial schools loses its effectiveness under a metropolitan plan. The difficulty in desegregating large-city school systems was recognized in 1967 by the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, which cited Detroit as one city in which “the Negro elementary enrollment is already so great that it is impossible even theoretically to eliminate majority-Negro schools without the cooperation of the suburbs.” The experiences in Washington, D.C., and Baltimore, Maryland, illustrate the difficulty of achieving desegregation when the suburbs remain places of refuge for fleeing whites. In both of these cities, the schools quickly became resegregated when massive outmigration followed implementation of desegregation plans.

The Roth plan recognizes the interdependence of city and suburbs in the total metropolitan Detroit area. In their recent study of the fiscal crisis in Detroit, Michigan State University economists Taylor and Willits called the relationship between Detroit and its suburbs “a miscarriage of urban growth.” They wrote that “the entire Detroit area consists of a single integrated unit, the general welfare of which is inextricably bound together by ties of commerce, industry, recreation, and social intercourse. And since political boundaries do not conform to economic and social realities,

48. The three largest school districts are New York, Los Angeles, and Chicago. New York has never had an integration plan. Los Angeles was ordered by a state court in 1970 to integrate its schools. A plan has not been implemented, and the decision is still on appeal. The judge who handed down the original decision was not reelected. Chicago was threatened with withdrawal of $30 million in federal aid in 1965 if it did not desegregate its schools. But Mayor Richard Daley met with then President Lyndon B. Johnson and the threat was withdrawn. “Integration in 10 of the Largest U.S. Systems,” Detroit Free Press, 18 July 1972, p. 10A.


there cannot be a fundamental resolution of the problems of the core city unless they are approached on an area-wide basis."

It is a well-recognized fact that many of the suburbs actually stand to benefit financially from a merger with the city system. Although the Detroit school system itself is nearly $40 million in debt, some of the suburbs have comparable school debts. As one journalist wrote, "metropolitan integration could mean financial salvation as well as busing for some suburban school systems."

The ruling by Federal District Court Judge Robert R. Merhige in the Richmond case can apply equally to the Detroit case, that is, the constitutional requirement that blacks and whites have the opportunity to attend schools together transcends the right of local governments to establish arbitrary educational boundaries. The issue is complicated in the latter instance, however, because the Detroit suburbs were not actually defendants in the suit, as were the suburban Richmond counties. The appeal to the circuit court of appeals by the Detroit suburbs contends that the Roth finding of segregation is limited to Detroit and therefore the remedy must lie there since the suburbs "were never proven guilty of anything." Roth and proponents of metropolitan desegregation contend that the state of Michigan, through its constitutional powers to regulate education in the state, has the right to consolidate school districts and therefore the suburbs may be included in the court remedy.

ENDING THE DE FACTO MYTH

Among the most significant aspects of the Detroit decision is the giant step which Judge Roth took toward totally wiping out the very nebulous—and actually meaningless—distinction between de facto and de jure segregation. While the Supreme Court has given


54. Myers, "From Auto City," p. 38.
federal district courts broad powers to deal with cases of de jure segregation, it has never said what can be done in the case of de facto segregation.\(^55\)

If upheld, the Roth decision makes the de facto–de jure argument mute. June Shagaloff, NAACP education director, noted after the Detroit decision was handed down that although Roth did not completely eliminate the de facto–de jure dichotomy, she made clear that "a lot of things which people always called de facto are really de jure."\(^56\)

Summing up the Detroit findings, Roth stated:

The principle causes [of segregation] undeniably have been population movement and housing patterns, but state and local governmental actions, including school-board actions, have played a substantial role in promoting segregation. It is, the Court believes, unfortunate that we cannot deal with public school segregation on a no-fault basis, for if racial segregation in our public schools is an evil, then it should make no difference whether we classify it de jure or de facto. Our objective, logically, it seems to us, should be to remedy a condition which we believe needs correction. . . . We need not minimize the effect of actions of federal, state and local governmental offices and agencies, and the actions of loaning institutions and real estate firms, in the establishment and maintenance of segregated residential patterns—which lead to school segregation—to observe that blacks, like other ethnic groups in the past, have tended to separate from the larger group and associate together: The ghetto is at once both a place of confinement and refuge. There is enough blame for everyone to share.\(^57\)

Roth's decision recognizes what observers of the urban scene have known for some time—the distinction between de facto and de jure is an artificial one created by northerners preaching equality while practicing segregation. This "doctrinal logjam" between de facto and de jure has been the northerner's most effective tool to prevent the development of multiracial schools, with the result having been to "legitimize inequality in the name of formal equal pro-

55. The Denver school system was found guilty of de facto segregation. The Denver case, now pending before the Supreme Court, hinges on: (a) the definition of de jure and de facto and the question of is there any real difference between the two; (b) if there is a difference, can court action be ordered in case of de jure; and (c) does proving de jure segregation of some schools in a system allow a desegregation order for the whole system.


57. Bradley v. Milliken, p. 36.
The right of white children to attend their “neighborhood schools” has been upheld, while the right of all children to quality education has been denied in nearly all school districts. This has occurred in spite of the 1954 Supreme Court statement that segregation, de facto or de jure, does irreparable damage to the “hearts and minds” of children, and of the 1967 finding by the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights that segregation “whatever the source” inflicts serious harm on black children. Roth incorporated into his decision the philosophy of men such as Robert L. Carter, president of the National Committee Against Discrimination in Housing, who told a Senate committee in 1970 that there is no difference between northern-style de facto and southern-style de jure segregation, “except the South has been more open and candid in its approach to the question.”

Roth’s position on the de facto–de jure question represents an example of the kind of leadership needed from the white community if progress is to be made toward desegregating American schools. The necessary steps in building a multiracial society in the North include (a) recognizing that segregated education, regardless of its causes, negatively affects the total society and (b) breaking down the myth of white impotence to correct the effects of so-called de facto segregation.

BLACK MIGRATION PATTERNS

The unwillingness of local, state, and federal officials to face up to the changing racial balance in northern urban communities during the twentieth century has been a crucial factor in fostering school segregation. Certainly, the data presented on the development of Detroit played a key part in Judge Roth’s decision that schools in the city were de jure segregated.

As far back as 1869, the state of Michigan had on record a policy of availability of public education without regard to religion, race,
or color, but has taken little action through the years to create a climate for effective enforcement. This was true in major cities throughout the North and West where community leaders failed to offer equal protection and opportunity to black migrants who began pouring in from the South in the decade following 1910. Detroit provides an excellent case study in modern urban development. It is a good example of how a thriving city lost over several decades its white population to the surrounding suburbs and how both new and long-time black residents were systematically segregated from whites in their places of residence, and, therefore, in the schools and other public facilities.

In 1910 the black population of Detroit was 5,700. By 1920 it had increased more than seven times, and by 1930 it was three times as great as in 1920. The black population in 1910 was 1.2 percent of the total city population; in 1920 blacks made up 4.1 percent of the population; and in 1930, 7.7 percent of the total. During this time, the growth rate for the white population was considerably slower. This growth pattern for blacks and whites in Detroit was duplicated in other northern cities such as New York, Chicago, and Philadelphia. Blacks were attracted to the North during this period because of diminishing opportunities in southern agriculture, caused in part by large-scale devastation of the cotton crop by the boll weevil and by increased opportunities in the North in activities related to World War I. The industrialization of southern agriculture and low southern welfare rates also contributed to the black migration north.

62. In People v. Board of Education of Detroit (1869, 18 Michigan 400), the court ruled that resident children have an equal right to public education without exclusion because of religion, race, or color. Discussed in Defining Equal Educational Opportunity in Michigan, November 1971, Michigan Civil Rights Commission, December 12, 1971.
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Between 1930-1940, Detroit's black population remained fairly stable, increasing from 120,100 to 149,700. However, the boom years of economic growth during and especially after World War II resulted in a tremendous influx of blacks into northern urban centers, including Detroit where several war production plants were located. Between 1940-50 the total population of the Detroit metropolitan area increased 19 percent. The growth rate for the black population in that decade was 62.1 percent compared to 15.6 percent for the white population. For the city of Detroit alone the total population increased 31 percent, but the black population increased by 101.4 percent and the white population by only 5 percent. The decade of the 1950s again witnessed an increase of almost 180,000 in Detroit's nonwhite population, an increase from 16.2 percent to 28.9 percent of the total. By 1970 the black percentage had increased to 43.9 percent. For 1980 some estimates put Detroit's black population as high as 73 percent of the total, if current conditions are sustained. Detroit city officials reportedly were surprised by the 1970 census findings that the migration rates of blacks into Detroit during the 1960s actually surpassed the rate for the previous decade. Farley told a Detroit newspaper: "We thought from earlier census reports that black migration from the South had slowed down, but apparently those estimates were entirely incorrect, and there was a greater out-migration (from the South) than they anticipated."

In addition to black migration from the South to urban centers in the North, the higher black population growth rate as compared to the white growth rate can be attributed to the generally higher birthrate among nonwhite groups and also to a decreasing absolute number of whites in the center city. In 1948 some 1.56 million

71. *Bradley v. Miliken*.
whites lived in Detroit; by 1960 the number dropped to 1.18; and in 1970 only .84 million whites still lived in Detroit. By 1980 it is estimated that the number of white Detroit residents will be only 343,000. For every 27 blacks settling in Detroit every day during the 1960s, 106 whites were leaving, many of them going to the surrounding suburbs. The total population of Detroit has declined about 169,500 per decade since 1950, while the suburban communities have gained 1,978,000 since 1940.

Taylor and Willits conclude that the Detroit metropolitan area today is experiencing dynamic growth, while the city is “withering on the vine.” The suburbs continue to grow, as evidenced by migration statistics for Detroit which show a net migration for city whites in 1960 at minus 80,000, while the figure for nonwhites was plus 20,000. The Detroit metropolitan area is no different from other American metropolitan areas in its growth pattern. Nationally, blacks make up only a very small proportion of the suburban population. Often these figures are exaggerated and misleading, giving the impression that blacks are being allowed to move into formerly all-white suburbs. However, the only significant suburban growth of the black population has taken place in the so-called industrial fringe cities or in suburban communities that are as segregated from white society as the central city. In the Detroit area, suburbs such as Inkster, Ecorse, and River Rouge have substantial black populations. Between 1960 and 1969, the net migration of blacks to suburbs throughout America was only 158,000, compared to nine million whites who made the move to suburbia in this same period. The projections for the future indicate more of the same. The National Commission on Urban Problems reported in 1968:
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If the Negroes continue moving into the suburbs at the present rate, their projected number will jump from 2.8 to 6.8 million. But the number of suburban whites will also more than double, from 52 to 106 million. So the additional Negroes will be all but lost in a sea of whites, as their proportional increase will move from only 5 to 6 percent of the total suburban population by 1985.81

As white Detroiters have moved to the suburbs seeking better homes and "better neighborhoods," blacks have been trapped in the city, segregated from whites who still reside there. This is in keeping with the earlier discussion of residential segregation by race in cities across America. Robert Weaver in his study of urban America outlined the development of residential segregation in Detroit during the twentieth century:

In Detroit, where the principal race riot of World War II erupted, the Negro population had once moved rather freely in its search for shelter. World War I started the move to limit them, and the process was advanced by the time of Pearl Harbor. Thus, although some of the older Negro residents lived in harmony in many sections of the city, most of colored Detroit was concentrated in one main center, a limited rectangular area called "Paradise Valley." In addition, there were no fewer than a dozen other islands of Negroes, but they were surrounded by white residential areas or industry and commerce. Even when it became obvious that migrant war workers, no less than whites, had to have housing, each proposal for locating facilities for colored residents occasioned a storm of protests. In Detroit ... there was no large tract of vacant land in the principal Black Belt. In Detroit, there was not even vacant land contiguous to most of the satellite Negro areas within the city limits. Between 1940 and 1944, Detroit built 44,607 housing units for war workers. In the same period, slightly more than 1,400 housing units were demolished. Thus, the net gain was 43,199 units. Only 3,070 of these additional houses were made available to Negroes, and this was not a net gain, since much of the demolition was in the section of the city where colored people were concentrated. The 60,000 Negroes who entered Detroit between 1940 and 1944 moved for the most part into 8,000 old structures, many of which were stores, stables, attics, basements, and other improvised buildings, considered totally uninhabitable in 1940. In addition, many migrants doubled up, moved into one-room apartments, and shared shelter on a double-shift arrangement.82

In 1940, 85 percent of Detroit's blacks lived in census tracts with 20 percent or more black residents and about 66 percent were in tracts that were 50 percent or more black. Of a total 19,500 Detroit city blocks, only about 1,900 had at least one black occupant. By 1950, 74.1 percent of blacks lived in census tracts 50–100 percent black.

In an informal study of two central city census tracts randomly selected for review, the writer found data which dramatically illustrate how the white population between 1940 and 1970 abandoned Detroit's core and left it a contained black enclave. Tract 762 in 1940 contained 6,058 people of which 60 or 1 percent were nonwhite. In 1950, tract 762 had 5,891 residents of which 571 or 9.7 percent were nonwhite. By 1960, out of a total tract population of 6,044, 76.8 percent or 4,640 were nonwhite. Finally, in 1970, of 5,750 residents, 90 percent or 5,175 were black. Similarly, tract 763 had a population of 7,318 in 1940, of which 26 or 0.4 percent were nonwhite. By 1950, of 7,292 residents, 433 or 5.9 percent were nonwhite. Between 1950–60, the population in this tract dramatically shifted from white to black, with 4,700 or 71.8 percent of 6,547 residents being nonwhite at the close of the decade. And, in 1970, of 6,141 residents, 5,834 or 95 percent were black.

According to a measure which Taeuber and Farley call the "replacement segregation index," residential segregation in Detroit has been increasing steadily in the last two decades. Taeuber reports that in 1950 the replacement segregation index for Detroit was 21.6; in 1960, 31.9; and in 1970, 37.0. These numbers represent the proportion of the Detroit population, both blacks and whites, that would have to change its place of residence in order for every city block to have a black-white ratio equal to the racial balance of the city taken as a whole. In addition to the central city, blacks in
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Detroit have concentrated in areas stretching toward the southwestern and northwestern suburbs. Although some measures of residential segregation in Detroit during the 1950s and early 1960s were initially interpreted as signifying a decline in segregation, it is now generally believed that the increase in so-called mixed areas was actually only a transition stage in the complete change from white to black. As Duncan and Duncan observed: "the 'mixed' areas...are transitory...non-Negroes will continue to leave the areas and Negroes will continue to enter the areas and with time, the 'mixed' areas will become almost exclusively Negro residential areas. A highly segregated population, expanding under pressure of sheer numbers, can appear 'less segregated' during the expansion phase without any permanent change in residential patterns." 88 The Taeubers also point out that when the nonwhite percentage in a census tract shows a decline, it is usually not because formerly black homes are then occupied by whites, but rather because new housing has been constructed in the area for "whites only." 89

IMPLICATIONS OF MIGRATION PATTERNS FOR EDUCATION

The public school enrollment of Detroit was necessarily affected by the movement of whites to the suburbs and the continuing migration of blacks to the city. As the black population of Detroit grew, the percentage of blacks in the public schools grew at an even greater rate. While in 1960 the total city black population was 28.9 percent, in 1961 the black enrollment in the public schools was 45.8 percent. Similarly, in 1970, with the black population at 43.9 percent of the total, the black school enrollment was 63.8 percent.90 Conversely, as Judge Roth noted in his decision, the percentage decline in the number of white students in the Detroit schools from 1961-1970 exceeded the percentage decline in the city's white population over the same period. The percentage increase of black students in Detroit schools between 1968 and 1970 was 4.7 percent, the largest increase recorded for any major northern school district.

Judge Roth also cited estimates that by 1975–1976, the city school system would be 72 percent black, by 1980–1981 it would be 80.7 percent black, and by 1992 virtually 100 percent black, if current trends continued. 91

A 1956 study of residential mobility within Detroit revealed that the people most likely to move farther away from the central city, toward the outer city and suburbs were married couples, homeowners, and higher-income householders. Those most likely to move closer to or an equal distance from the central city when they change residences were single people, renters, and low-income people. 92 Taylor and Willits observed that “the individuals most likely to leave the city are those who are forming family units and need new housing and those who will have children entering the public school system.” 93 In 1970 the median age of the Detroit white population was 36.2 years, but of the nonwhite population it was 24.8 years. Thus, more nonwhites are of childbearing age and are more likely to contribute greater numbers of children to the school system in the city. At the same time, whites with school-age children are leaving or are gone.

WHY DETROIT BECAME SEGREGATED

In reviewing the evolution of residential and educational segregation in Detroit and its suburbs, two questions are raised: Why did these conditions come about and how might they have been avoided? This is the key to the Roth decision. If school segregation in the city came about simply because blacks chose to live apart from whites, we have what the court views as de facto segregation, and, as noted above, the Supreme Court has not yet ruled on the legal remedy available in such cases. However, the case before Judge Roth detailing the history of Detroit and its school system made it very clear that blacks in the city did not voluntarily decide to live in segregated, all-black areas. Rather, Roth accepted as fact that residential segregation in Detroit (and consequently school
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segregation) came about through the conscious policies of local, state, and federal officials.\footnote{94}

This public policy of residential segregation naturally led to the de jure segregation of Detroit's schools. Roth also cited the Detroit school board for the part it played through the years in promoting school segregation through policies and practices that deliberately built on—rather than negated—segregated housing patterns. This, Roth said, is de jure segregation.

Indeed, the Roth decision is an indictment of government at all levels for failing to live up to the ideals of a democratic society. Roth stated:

For many years FHA and VA openly advised and advocated the maintenance of 'harmonious' neighborhoods, i.e., racially and economically harmonious. The conditions created continue. While it would be unfair to charge the present defendants with what other governmental officers or agencies have done, it can be said that the actions or the failure to act by the responsible school authorities, both city and state, were linked to that of these other government units. . . . And we note that just as there is an interaction between residential patterns and the racial composition of the schools, so there is a corresponding effect on the residential pattern by the racial composition of the schools.\footnote{95}

**THE ROLE OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT**

The criticism of FHA and VA policies in the Roth decision is viewed by some observers, including this writer, as one of the most significant breakthroughs in the fight to desegregate northern school districts. Following the 1971 decision, NAACP attorney Lucas stated that the evidence used in the Detroit case could well be applied in other cities. Lucas noted: "When some judges find school segregation they try to do it with exceptions and local incidentals. That serves to limit the impact of any one decision. The importance of the Roth case is that he faced the issue frontally. He did not try to argue that Detroit was an exception, but said, that these national policies helped produce segregation."\footnote{96}

The information presented to Roth on the role of the federal gov-
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government in promoting segregation in northern cities was not new or startling to students of urban development. The National Commission on Urban Problems cited the FHA in 1968 as "a vital factor" in financing and promoting the mass movement of whites from cities to suburbs. The commission also cited federally supported highway programs for having "opened up the areas outside the cities and supported the exodus of a large proportion of the white middle class." In 1966, the Griers described how FHA and VA programs served the "modal" family, the recently married with children already born or expected and willing to bear the obligations of home ownership:

The federal programs permitted them [blacks] to 'inherit' the cities, along with an assortment of whites who did not meet the conditions for access to the new suburbs: the old, the poor, the physically and mentally handicapped, the single and divorced, together with some persons of wealth and influence who preferred the convenience of living in the central city.

The 1938 FHA Underwriting Manual explicitly states the philosophy of the federal government regarding multiracial communities. It warned FHA agents to make sure that any insured property was protected from "adverse influences," including "infiltration of business and industrial uses, lower-class occupancy, and inharmonious racial groups." The FHA further warned its appraisers that in the case of sparsely developed areas, i.e., suburbs, to insure that "effective restrictive covenants are recorded against the entire tract, since these provide the surest protection against undesirable encroachment and inharmonious use." Appraisers were told to lower valuations of properties in multiracial neighborhoods and some developers who insisted on open occupancy were actually driven out of business.
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The policy was to encourage private enterprise to meet the post-World War II housing shortage through the development of suburban housing. As a result of this decision to let private enterprise do the job, new housing was built outside the cities primarily for those who could afford to pay the full economic price. The Griers note that private enterprise "selectively operated to reinforce existing trends which concentrated low-income families in the cities." Harrington, in discussing the possible role of private enterprise in abolishing slums, observed, "It is one of the great postwar scandals that lavish, but discreet, subsidies have been provided for the homes of the middle class and the rich in the form of cheap, federally guaranteed credit, income tax deductions, and other genteel doles which effectively exclude everyone with incomes of less than $8,000 from the benefits."

In addition to effectively keeping blacks out of developing white suburbs, FHA generally withheld assistance from existing housing in central cities through a practice called "red-lining." According to Romney, "red-lining" involved "an unwritten but well-understood agreement between financial institutions and FHA that many central city neighborhoods occupied largely by minority groups had an unfavorable economic future." When FHA and VA programs did insure older homes in the cities, the terms provided were much less favorable than for new suburban homes. Older homes required larger down payments, shorter repayment periods, and large monthly payments. In this way, the federal government actually forced whites to move into the suburbs, as it forced blacks to remain in the cities.

These policies continued and still continue. Rutledge, executive director of the National Committee Against Discrimination in Housing, told a senate committee about FHA's failure to change policies or even enforce those that had been modified.

ney told the same senate committee that FHA policy changes have had "little practical effect" on changing the pattern of residential segregation in metropolitan areas.106

Federal policies on public housing also served to separate blacks from whites in the cities. Public housing programs have operated in such a way that they have kept low-income whites apart from blacks. Even during World War II when blacks were desperately needed to work in war production plants, the federal government gave in to whites who wanted to keep public housing for black workers far away from white neighborhoods.107 In Detroit, the Seven Mile-Fenelon Improvement Association organized opposition to admitting blacks to the Sojourner Truth Housing Project and this eventually precipitated the race riot of February 1942.108

Since the 1930s, public housing projects have been occupied on a segregated basis. Because admission to the projects was based on a maximum income criterion, the majority of the people who could qualify were black.109 For a family of four, the maximum income requirement in 1967 was $4,300.110 Since low-income blacks outnumber whites proportionately, they are the likely—although often unwilling—candidates for public housing. Federal reports in 1962 indicated that 80 percent of all public housing projects receiving a federal subsidy were either all black or all white.111 In 1970, Secretary Romney stated that the bulk of all public housing units were segregated. He said that 43.2 percent of the units were 50 percent or more black and 30 percent were all black.112 Because public housing programs have had a lower priority than FHA and VA mortgage programs, many blacks have been denied decent housing even on a segregated basis. The Kerner Commission found that in the
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history of public housing in America only 800,000 units had been constructed, whereas under FHA, over ten million middle- and upper-income homes had been built under the mortgage guarantee program. Urban renewal programs have become "black removal" programs and have served to limit even further the housing options open to blacks. The implications of these findings for the education of black children was well expressed by Silberman who wrote that "while good housing doesn't guarantee good behavior, bad housing does contribute to family disorganization and hence to delinquency."  

REALTORS, BANKERS, LOCAL AND STATE GOVERNMENT

Although the previous discussion may lead one to think that income alone has kept blacks from occupying homes in white areas, this decidedly has not been the case. Bankers, real estate boards, and suburban zoning, boards all worked together in the city and suburbs of Detroit to create residential segregation. Even today, low-income blacks live side by side with middle- and upper-income blacks because white neighborhoods remain closed. This is contrary to the tendency found in the white community for people of the same economic level to live together. Judge Roth cited institutions which have promoted segregation in Detroit: "Governmental actions and inaction at all levels, federal, state and local, have combined with those of private organizations, such as loaning institutions and real estate associations and brokerage firms, to establish and to maintain the pattern of residential segregation throughout the Detroit metropolitan area."  

Real estate agents, many of whom eventually found their way into high positions in FHA, have been responsible in large part for creating segregated housing patterns throughout the nation. It is well known that many real estate boards have urged their members not to violate "neighborhood integrity" by selling to blacks in


white areas. These boards have been known to impose harsh sanctions against members who violate this rule. Conditions in Detroit after World War II were favorable to the development of real estate practices based on neighborhood exclusiveness. The Taeubers point out: "If population is increasing and housing is in short supply . . . real estate agents will generally have little difficulty in marketing housing and will suffer little economic disadvantage by discriminating among potential buyers or renters in any way they or their customers wish."

Banks have supported realtors in their policy of restricting black housing options by refusing to grant credit to blacks seeking to buy homes in mixed or white neighborhoods. Several years ago the president of the Washington, D.C., mortgage bankers association told the district's board of commissioners that "applications from minority groups are not generally considered in areas that are not recognized as being racially mixed," i.e., the white suburbs. Similarly, suburban governmental units work to limit housing opportunities for blacks through use of large-lot requirements, zoning ordinances which view lower- and middle-income housing developments as "businesses," and by purchasing all vacant land suitable for subdivision and then reselling it to "acceptable" developers. The National Commission on Urban Problems noted in 1968 that the federal government has exercised little authority over suburban communities to insure a "decent, safe, and sanitary shelter" for all citizens. The commission stated that the "federal programs often reward suburban communities which are 'zoning out' the moderate-income buyer. The suburban communities, for instance, receive planning money to assist them in drawing up discriminatory general plans to do the job."

The state of Michigan's role in promoting school segregation in Detroit, according to Judge Roth, has included specific actions as well as the responsibility imposed by the state's general powers to

regulate education in Michigan. Roth specifically cited the state legislature's failure to authorize or appropriate funds for pupil transportation within Detroit until 1971, while neighboring suburban areas had been receiving state funds for transportation. In addition, Roth criticized the state aid formula and bonding programs for allowing many suburban school districts to spend more per pupil than Detroit while taxing citizens less. He said that these state programs have "created and perpetuated systematic educational inequalities." 120 Between 1967-1970, Detroit taxed its citizens for education at a rate equal to the statewide average. In addition, the city school system received large amounts of federal aid for education. Yet Detroit's per pupil expenditure during this time was $111 below the state average. 121 Roth's finding in Detroit was not unique or limited to that city. We have known for some time now that in terms of per pupil spending, city schools are far below suburban schools. A 1962 Syracuse University study of thirty-five metropolitan areas showed that central city school districts spent an average of $145 less per pupil than neighboring suburbs, and that suburbs receive an average of $40 more per pupil in state aid than the cities. 122

SCHOOL BOARD ACTIONS

At the heart of any school desegregation case are the actions of the defendant school board to promote segregated schools. In the South, it was usually a question of showing how a school board deliberately acted to create segregation. The northern school case, however, involves both action and inaction. The Detroit case clearly illustrates the failure of the educational establishment to respond positively to the legal mandate to provide multiracial education. A statement by Judge Damon Keith in the now well-known Pontiac school case applies equally to the Detroit situation:

When the power to act is available, failure to take the necessary steps so as to negate or alleviate a situation which is harmful is as wrong

as to the taking of affirmative steps to advance the situation. Sins of omission can be as serious as sins of commission: Where a Board of Education has contributed and played a major role in the development and growth of a segregated situation, the Board is guilty of de jure segregation.123

School authorities in Detroit indeed abdicated their roles as leaders in the fight to bring equality of educational opportunity to all people. They contributed systematically to making Detroit’s schools a dead-end road for a large segment of the total city population. They bowed to community sentiment in reinforcing segregated residential patterns imposed by other segments of society. This writer agrees completely with Bouma and Hoffman when they state:

“To argue that desegregation of the school will come when residential desegregation occurs, in effect is to argue for doing nothing in the foreseeable future. To claim that schools did not bring about the problem of racial imbalance and hence need not do anything about it; is to forget that the school has always had the responsibility for doing for the child what the neighborhood and family could not or would not do.”124

In his decision Roth made it very clear that school boards do not act in a vacuum and their actions are not neutral. In effect, he said that the failure to “adopt and implement pupil-assignment practices and policies that compensate for and avoid incorporation into the school system the effects of residential racial segregation”125 is de jure segregation. Significantly, Roth also criticized the state of Michigan for failing to fulfill its “affirmative obligation” to uphold the Fourteenth Amendment through its general supervisory powers over education.

The case for de jure segregation in Detroit schools becomes most clear and concrete in the realm of specific school board actions. In fact, it is questionable whether Roth would have made a ruling of de jure segregation in the absence of these feelings by the court. Certainly the case is much stronger because Roth found the system guilty of the following practices:

The board has created and altered attendance zones, maintained and altered grade structures, and created and altered feeder school patterns in a manner which has had the natural, probable and actual effect of continuing black and white pupils in racially segregated schools. Throughout the last decade (and presently) school attendance zones of opposite racial composition have been separated by north-south boundary lines, despite the Board's awareness (since at least 1962) that drawing boundaries in an east-west direction would result in significant integration. There has never been a feeder pattern or zoning change which placed a predominantly white residential area into a predominantly black school zone or feeder pattern.128

Just as the federal government's role in promoting residential segregation has been known for some time, the actions and policies of the Detroit school board to promote school segregation have been out in the open for many years. At hearings held in Detroit in 1960 by the U.S. Civil Rights Commission, school board member Remus Robinson said the board was drawing its boundaries to “contain” blacks in certain areas and schools:

The Center District, largest of our administrative districts, has some 50,000 children in it. It is greatly overcrowded and most of the children are Negro. During the last 2 years, some 8 schools in transition areas which have become largely Negro have been added to the Center District. The children of this district attend Central, Northwestern and Northern High Schools which for practical purposes are more than 99 percent Negro. The development of the so-called East District has caused great concern in the community. It appears to some that an effort is being made to contain Negro children within certain boundaries and certain schools.127

At the same hearing, a representative of the Citizens' Association for Better Schools told how the 1959 Citizens' Advisory Group recommendation to keep elementary school enrollments between 600-800 pupils was followed in white areas but completely ignored in black areas. In the black areas, school populations far exceeded this number and new schools were being built with capacities above 800.128 In 1960, 23.4 percent of the total Detroit elementary school population lived in the predominately black Center District, but
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only 12.7 percent of the city's elementary schools were located there. Instead of altering attendance zones to relieve overcrowded classrooms in the Center District, blacks were "contained" and not allowed to attend surrounding white schools. Containment of blacks in separate districts in Detroit has not been limited to the twentieth century. In 1869 the Michigan Supreme Court struck down a twenty-eight-year-old practice whereby blacks in Detroit were organized in a "district having no metes and bounds, but composed of all the colored children in the city, within the school ages." While no explicit policy called for containing blacks after this legal decision, over the years the practices of school officials continued to facilitate containment of blacks as the racial balance of Detroit changed.

It is no accident that 65.8 percent of Detroit's black students attended schools in 1960 that were 90 percent or more black, and in 1970, 74.9 percent were in such schools. Ravitz, Wayne State University professor of sociology and member of the Detroit Common Council, discussed the city's failure to desegregate its schools and described the attitude of the city's 1959 Equal Educational Opportunities Committee on which he served.

There was no outright, bold attempt to end all school segregation in the Detroit system. Many committee members believed that the schools could and should go only so far in challenging segregation of neighborhoods by desegregating the schools. They believed that any forthright attempt to desegregate the whole school system would face vigorous reaction both from those who opposed desegregation per se, and from those who favored desegregation but who believed that in a segregated community wholesale school desegregation would only be achieved at great educational sacrifice to both Negro and white children.

Between 1959-71, thirteen primary schools, with capacities limited to between 300 and 400 pupils, were built in Detroit.
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tion of such small schools limited opportunities to overcome residentially segregated patterns. In 1966, a joint policy statement was issued by the State Department of Education and the Michigan Civil Rights Commission requiring local school boards to consider racial balance in selecting new school sites and expanding existing schools. In spite of this, school construction has continued to serve the segregation process in Detroit. Of the fourteen schools opening in 1970-71 for the first time or with expanded facilities, eleven were over 90 percent black and one was over 90 percent white.183

THE FAILURE OF OPEN HOUSING LAWS

The experience in Detroit makes it clear that legislation and policy statements designed to promote a multiracial society are meaningless without strong moral and material commitments to enforce the laws. Despite the apparent growing chasm between races in America, whites in this law-and-order-conscious society have failed to make that necessary commitment to change at all levels of government and in the private sector.

Following the summer of civil disorders, America voiced such a commitment through the passage of the federal open housing law. State and local governments followed suit with their own fair-housing legislation. It was believed that if blacks and whites could be brought together in their neighborhoods, America could finally hope to create a society based on equal opportunity for all. Regrettably, open occupancy has proved a most ineffective strategy, and in 1967 the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights accurately predicted that it would fail because “it is unlikely that such legislation will be fully effective for years. To make integrated education dependent upon housing is to consign at least another generation of children to racially isolated schools and to lengthen the time that will be required to overcome housing discrimination.” 184

The Census Bureau released a report in February 1971 which showed the movement of some blacks into the suburbs of the nation's metropolitan areas. According to the report, despite the increase in the number of suburban blacks, no significant changes

were made in the segregated housing patterns in these areas and, in general, the increase was far overshadowed by the growing concentrations of blacks in central cities. Reynolds Farley speculated that the increase in suburban blacks could actually prove meaningless in terms of total housing patterns because, as later census reports might realistically show, these blacks are living in segregated suburban enclaves. Detroit, unlike the other major metropolitan areas, did not experience even a small percentage increase in suburban blacks between 1960 and 1970. The suburban population of Detroit declined from 3.7 percent of 3.6 percent black in the last decade.

Rutledge of the National Committee Against Discrimination in Housing told a senate committee that of the nation's 1,800 fair housing committees in thirty states, "most have had very little impact in terms of breaking down the real barriers of the white suburbs." In Michigan, officials of the state Civil Rights Commission have stated publicly that the state open housing law passed in 1968 has been ineffective in opening up the Detroit suburbs and white areas of the city. Commission officials have said that the limited movement of blacks into white areas in Detroit has only been the result of an expanding black population coupled with the white flight to suburbia. A recent news account reported that officials of the Detroit Commission on Community Relations said Detroit is as segregated in 1972 as it was in 1967 and that only 6,000 of about 200,000 new suburban homes had been made available to blacks. In August 1972 fifteen Detroit-area real estate firms were accused of "blockbusting," or trying to scare whites out of Detroit with threats of black invasion of their neighborhoods. The firms were also accused of preventing blacks from buying homes in the
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white suburbs. There is evidence that this type of activity to promote additional segregation has been going on in Detroit and in other U.S. cities since the fair housing laws were passed. Block-busting could not be effective unless the white community as a whole fully accepted the notion of racial restriction in housing and residential segregation.

Enforcement of the open housing law has also proven ineffective on the federal level. A 1971 report on the federal civil rights enforcement program stated that the HUD staff is "grossly inadequate" to deal with the complaints it receives on housing discrimination. According to this Civil Rights Commission report, only forty-two people were employed to handle all complaints under the federal fair housing law, with each complaint taking between five and six months to process and often up to a year to completely clear up. The report maintained that this long time span between investigation and remedial action "decreases the chances of a successful conciliation." In 1970 only $6 million was appropriated for enforcement of the federal law.

In a 1969 study of whites in the Detroit area, 82 percent of those interviewed said they would vote for a law providing that "a homeowner can decide for himself who to sell his house to, even if he prefers not to sell to Negroes." Only 16 percent of the sample said they would vote for an open occupancy law stipulating "a homeowner cannot refuse to sell to someone because of their race or color." A 1968 study found that 51 percent of a white sample opposed legislation to guarantee open housing without regard to race or color. Studies have shown that most whites will accept a
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small percentage of blacks in their neighborhoods, but they are opposed to great numbers of blacks moving in.¹⁴⁶ Schuman, University of Michigan sociologist, observed that while whites will endorse the principle of nondiscrimination in jobs and even in housing, they will easily depart from this principle when it conflicts with values to which they attach a higher priority.¹⁴⁷

The open housing approach to ending residential and thereby school segregation has failed because it has been directed at symptoms rather than at root causes. Laws have not been enforced so they have done little to change attitudes, and attitudes cause men to act to promote a segregated society. That is why this writer is committed to the concept of multiracial education, whether it be through metropolitan busing as has been recommended in Detroit or through any other effective tool available to us today. Waiting for open housing to work has proved tantamount to doing absolutely nothing about school segregation and has allowed the racial crisis in America to worsen.

Changing Racial Attitudes

National pollster Louis Harris concluded as a result of surveys done in 1963 and 1968 that "there has been only minor change in the attitudes of white people in this country toward Negroes..."¹⁴⁸ Harris's conclusion is borne out by other studies of race relations in America and by simple observation of the racial situation in the nation today. The schools have been the only arena in which the potential existed to change racial attitudes on a broad scale, but we have failed to equip them to do this job. We have failed to do this in spite of the plentiful evidence that multiracial education affects children in such a way as to prepare both blacks and whites for life in a truly multiracial society.

Thomas Pettigrew summarized the results of the 1966 study of American racial attitudes and behaviors done by the National Opinion Research Corporation (NORC). Pettigrew concluded that (a)


¹⁴⁸. Weinberg, Desegregation Research, p. 331.
desegregated education increases the probability that whites will continue to have contact with blacks; (b) desegregated education increases the probability that whites will express more positive attitudes toward contact with blacks and the rights of black Americans; and (c) interracial contacts in childhood can be expected to lead to later contacts as adults and will foster more favorable attitudes toward interracial contact.  

The NORC study found that desegregated whites were more likely to have had a close black friend, have had black friends visit their homes, and to be living in multiracial neighborhoods. It is believed that having had a close black friend relates directly to choice of residence in a multiracial area. This is also true for blacks. In addition, it can be assumed that friendships between blacks and whites will generalize to produce more positive relationships in the employment and business spheres. For example, the white banker who has or has had a close black friend should prove more willing to offer jobs to and approve loans for minority applicants.

Past contact with whites is a substitute for present contact in breaking down Negro desires to avoid whites. This implies that even if segregation in other aspects of American society is unchanged, an increase in school integration will in itself increase the willingness of Negroes to associate with whites.

The results of a 1965 Oakland, California study were consistent with the NORC findings: blacks who attended desegregated schools are more willing to support multiracial education than those who attended segregated schools; blacks who attended desegregated schools are more willing to live in multiracial neighborhoods and are more likely to have white friends; and, finally, blacks who attended desegregated schools are generally less suspicious of whites and are more relaxed in a multiracial setting than blacks who attended segregated schools. In this study 70 percent of the high school graduates who attended desegregated schools said they would deliberately try to find housing in a multiracial neighborhood as compared with 50 percent of those who attended segre-
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gated schools. One significant observation of the desegregation program in Riverside, California, has been that some blacks are already moving to the neighborhoods to which their children are bused to school and a few junior high school "rap" sessions "reveal some evidence of social relationships which, of course, would not have occurred without integration." The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights concluded in its extensive study of racial isolation in the schools that multiracial education can lead to greater positive relationships between the races.

Children do not come to schools with minds like blank slates. In the early years children begin to absorb racial attitudes from their environment, but these attitudes are certainly not set in concrete by the time they enter school. Studies have shown that verbally expressed prejudice picked up in the home need not lead to later prejudiced behaviors. Bouma and Hoffman note how the school that is desegregated can work against formation of prejudiced behavior patterns. Bouma and Hoffman have written that "young children who have not yet been involved in prejudiced situations at home and in school may pick up prejudiced talk, but this does not cause them to behave prejudicially. Later, having become involved in prejudiced behavioral patterns, they pick up democratic language patterns in schools or elsewhere, but this does not erase their prejudicial behavior."

Attendance at a segregated school is a "prejudiced behavior" and once engaged in, it seems unlikely that any textbook lesson in American democracy will be able to reverse the behavior pattern. Every time we send a white child to a segregated school we lock him into a behavior pattern that mitigates against the formation of racial harmony and cooperation. Dan Dodson wrote that "what white children are learning in most schools gives the lie to what they are being taught about the value of knowing and respecting all people." Similarly, black children educated in segregated
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schools turn their backs on the democratic principles taught to them in school because their own lives prove that these ideals are meaningless.

SEGREGATION AND WHITE SUPERIORITY

Miel and Kiesler, having studied the schools of New Village, a New York suburb, wrote that from the earliest grades, white children are taught to look at blacks as "different, inferior, undesirable, and even violent," and that the suburban child is "largely insulated from any chance introduction to a life different from his own." The authors go on to state that "today's children need more than hard facts to prepare them for life in the 20th and 21st century. They must learn to understand and respect people—not just 'their own kind,' but all kinds. It was in this area of teaching and learning that we frequently found disturbing gaps." They concluded that the public schools have the potential to do more than any other institution to promote racial understanding to break down the myths and prejudices which create racial tension in our society, but they are not using this potential.

The feeling that the children of suburbia are not being educated for life in a world where 75 percent of the population is nonwhite is echoed in the words of a fifty-one-year-old grandmother from St. Clair Shores, Michigan, one of the suburbs included in Judge Roth's metropolitan desegregation order. She said in a newspaper interview: "If youngsters are going to live and work successfully in a world that's getting smaller all the time, they're going to have to be in contact with people who aren't just like themselves." Kenneth Clark, testifying in one of the first desegregation cases decided along with Brown in 1954, expressed the viewpoint that segregated schools create guilt feelings and confusion in white children who act as the perpetuators of segregation. He noted that "a conflict... is set up in the child who belongs to the segregating
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group in terms of having the same people teach him democracy, brotherhood, love of his fellow man, and teaching him also to segregate and to discriminate. . . . social scientists believe that this sets off in the personalities of these children a fundamental confusion in the entire moral spheres of their lives.”

In the Detroit desegregation case, this writer offered similar testimony on the implications of segregated education for white children, noting that segregated whites “grow up with a feeling of superiority . . . (toward) people of color since all they know . . . is what they hear in the homes over dinner, what they might hear whispered at a church social function. . . . The school can overcome this by allowing youngsters to grow up together in a multicultural setting.”

**SEGREGATION AND BLACK INFERIORITY**

If segregated education breeds superiority feelings among whites, it has the very opposite effect on blacks—that is, it gives rise to the notion of black inferiority. The 1954 Supreme Court decision was based in part on the premise that “separate but equal” generates inferiority feelings among blacks “that may affect their hearts and minds in a way unlikely ever to be undone.” This statement has been affirmed by numerous studies of black self-concept and self-esteem. Warren C. Haggstrom found in his 1962 study of blacks in Detroit and Ypsilanti, Michigan, that desegregated blacks have higher self-esteem than segregated blacks and that segregated blacks develop false and exaggerated perceptions of white superiority, which are reinforced by constant social failures in the black community. Jessup found that under segregated conditions, the black child identifies his social potential with his racial status, while in multiracial settings, the black child’s self-concept is based on nonracial factors.
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The realization that one can compete and make one's way in the larger society marks a giant step in the reduction of his feeling of alienation from that society. A positive identification with society and the feeling that socially approved goals are obtainable are crucial to the development of the motivation necessary to achievement in school. Clark has observed that segregated minority group children often adopt defeatist attitudes and experience a lowering of personal ambition. This happens in response to conflicts between self-esteem and their feelings toward their racial group. This conflict is brought on by segregated conditions.

Some recent studies have shown that the "black power" movement has had its effect on black school children, the result being the development of strong racial pride among blacks with a concomitant hatred for "whitey." This writer believes that such group pride, if reinforced in the segregated school setting, can be unhealthy if it is built on exaggeration of the white majority's faults. The multiracial school setting allows children to focus on the positive aspects of all racial groups and fosters the belief that all people are worthy because they are human beings.

While segregated education prevents the development of attitudes in the white community favoring multiracial neighborhoods, it also promotes attitudes in the black community which discourage attempts to establish residence in white areas. According to a study by Bullough, alienation variables, especially "powerlessness" and "anomie" are the most significant "deterrents to integration." Because we know that segregated education fosters black alienation, her findings support the notion that unless we begin desegregating our schools now we can expect little success from measures such as open housing laws. Blacks simply are not prepared to use such measures. It is a rare person who is willing to voluntarily put himself and his family into a hostile white suburban community where current racial attitudes in all likelihood may lead to insults and
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possible physical injuries to his person and property. The multi-
racial classroom, however, mediates against black alienation and
at the same time builds up white attitudes more favorable to resi-
dential desegregation.

Poor self-concepts among black children are also directly related
to differential treatment of students by personnel in all-black schools
and to differences in resources allocated to education in the inner city,
where black schools are usually located. The black child going
through a segregated school system perceives that his opportunities
are limited in that system and this in turn affects his “educational
motivation.”\(^\text{168}\) Black parents relate desegregated education to
improved education and view desegregation as vital to the economic
advancement of their children and to the development of a sense
of personal worth.\(^\text{169}\)

THE ROLE OF THE TEACHER

The Rosenthal and Jacobson studies of the self-fulfilling proph-
ecy in education clearly define the role that teachers play in urban
schools in limiting the horizons of their students and negatively
affecting their academic progress.\(^\text{170}\) The middle-class teacher comes
into the urban school and teaches the middle-class values of obedi-
ence, respect for authority, and conscientiousness, without regard
for the unique cultural diversity of the urban student body. A great
number view their assignments to inner city schools negatively, and
this attitude interferes with their ability to make a total commit-
ment toward educating their students. Chesler, of the University
of Michigan, clearly points out the failure of colleges of education
to effectively train teachers to fill their special role in urban schools
by stating that “most teachers, like most Americans, are not pre-
pared for interracial living. By and large, they do not know how
to improve racial relations in the classroom. Before large numbers
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of teachers can make progress on this front, we will have to provide them with helpful ideas, skills, and encouragement."

Teachers display their attitudes not only in their treatment of students, but also in the ways in which they describe people being studied and the way they interact with faculty members of different ethnic and religious backgrounds. Much of the racism in today's classrooms is not overt. It often stems from the unconscious belief that children living in public housing or supported by ADC or whose language resembles what we now call "ghetto English" cannot learn. This attitude is not necessarily limited to white teachers. That is why efforts to desegregate faculties, such as those made in Detroit in the 1960s and praised by Judge Roth in his decision, are meaningless unless accompanied by student desegregation. Black teachers are equally prone to regard students in all-black schools as incapable of learning, and these teachers in the past have often regarded their placement in black schools as punishment for being less competent than white teachers. Ray Rist's 1970 study of student social class and teacher expectations found that beginning at the kindergarten level, black teachers in all-black schools display differential treatment toward students showing evidence of higher-income backgrounds and those who apparently are low-income students. Higher-income black students have greater access to the teacher and instructional materials, while low-income students begin to see themselves as "dumb" and "stupid." Rist concluded that even within the black classroom the seeds of social class differentiation are planted. This leads low-income blacks to regard themselves as "unclean and intellectually inferior" and prepares them to become the unemployed and underemployed of American society.

In Michigan the 1967 Public School Racial Census prepared


by the State Department of Education revealed that teacher attitudes toward students were more negative in classes with large numbers of black pupils. The study showed that greater the percentage of blacks in a class, the lower the teacher’s evaluation of students’ academic ability and motivation.\textsuperscript{175} We see at work the phenomenon Clark called “educational atrophy,” in that “children who are treated as if they are uneducable almost invariably become uneducable.”\textsuperscript{176} It is the segregated school setting that first cues the teacher, black or white, to the belief that he or she is dealing with “uneducables.”

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF POORER FACILITIES

Studies of predominately black inner city schools have found that such schools have fewer library books, laboratories, auditoriums, cafeterias, gymnasiums and athletic fields. Teachers, both black and white, assigned to black schools score lower on verbal ability tests, have lower morale, and are more likely to seek transfers to different schools. Black schools are housed in older, larger, and more crowded buildings, and are less likely to offer enriched educational programs.\textsuperscript{177} The Detroit school system fits this description well. Thirty of the school buildings in Detroit’s central city in use in 1968 were dedicated during President Grant’s administration.\textsuperscript{178} In 1961, 55 percent, or more than half of the school buildings in Detroit’s lowest income area, were rated either “poor” or “fair,” while only 5 percent of the schools in the highest income area received this rating.\textsuperscript{179} Detroit’s central city schools have been significantly inferior with respect to normal class size, number of substitute teachers, quantity and quality of school facilities, safety of the school site, amount of play space, and special services.\textsuperscript{180} In terms of per pupil expendi-
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tune, Detroit is not the lowest on the scale when compared to the surrounding suburbs, nor is it near the top of the list. But the former school superintendent, Norman Drächler reported to the Kerner commission that twenty-five school boards in communities surrounding Detroit spend up to $500 more per pupil per year to educate their children than the city. Merely to bring the teacher-pupil ratio in line with the state average would require an additional 16,650 teachers at an annual-cost of approximately $13 million."181

The significance of these facts lies less in their direct impact on black pupil achievement than in what they signify for student self-concept and the views of the black community at large toward its schools. If pouring more money into schools would bring up the performance of black students, the direction of future educational efforts would be better defined than it is today. But the Coleman report noted that variations in facilities and curricula among schools have little impact on student achievement, although minority students are more affected by poor facilities, curricula, and teachers than whites.182 The significance of inferior facilities in black areas lies in what the black child sees everyday as he enters the school building—for him old buildings signify the limited opportunities available to blacks in American society, the low regard for minorities held by the white majority, the upward and often losing struggle for even an educated black in the current social system. Even if Title I funds increase the per pupil expenditures in inner city schools, as has been the case in Detroit, the perception of the black community still tends to be that separate but equal, even separate and maybe a little more than equal in pupil expenditure, still leaves the black student at a disadvantage.183

Adding financial resources for compensatory education programs and improved facilities has proved an ineffective strategy which avoids the pressing issue of school desegregation. Compensatory education programs were designed to be used along with desegregation and such programs in racially isolated environments do not foster the belief in black children that they are truly valuable individuals,

capable of succeeding. None of the widely publicized compensatory programs has significantly affected the achievement level of participants. Despite the influx of Title I funds into Detroit, overall school achievement levels have continued to sink farther below the national norm, with all-black schools performing worse than all-white ones. Only desegregation can affect the black self-concept in such a way as to negatively affect black achievement.

STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT AND THE MULTIRACIAL CLASSROOM

Concern for improving black self-concept stems from the notion that the self-concept is believed to be the best single predictor of achievement for black students. Jessup, in her study of New York City schools, concluded that reduction in low achievement patterns for minority students is directly related to improvement in their self-concepts. Therefore, she concluded that “if these findings are valid; the first and most urgent task to be accomplished in raising the educational level of disadvantaged children is to resolve the problem of segregation. Improved techniques and school programs can only be effective when this has been done.”

Several studies have shown that higher self-concepts and higher achievement levels among blacks are directly related to the racial composition of the school and classroom. Pettigrew’s research emphasizes the direct relationship between black achievement and aspirations and the multiracial classroom where the opportunity exists for cross-racial self-evaluation. A major premise of the Coleman report is that black student achievement is strongly related to the educational backgrounds and aspirations of the other students in his class. It states that “if a white pupil from a home that is strongly and effectively supportive of education is put in a school...

where most pupils do not come from such homes, his achievement will be little different than if he were in a school composed of others like himself. But if a minority pupil from a home without much educational strength is put with schoolmates with strong educational backgrounds, his achievement is likely to improve. 188

Alan B. Wilson, in a study for the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, found that the positive effect of multiracial schools on black student achievement and attitudes is independent of the pupil's home environment. He writes that "while residential integration may be a desirable goal in its own right, the effectiveness of school integration is not dependent upon concomitant changes in neighborhood patterns." 189 Haggstrom also observes that black children benefit from comparison with white classmates, regardless of the attitudes white children have toward them. 190

The preponderance of studies on school desegregation and student achievement supports the belief that desegregation positively influences whites without negatively affecting white student performance. In White Plains, New York, a busing program has been carried out successfully since 1964 with black student gains of from 5 to 15 percent on reading and arithmetic achievement tests for third-graders who had attended integrated schools since the first grade. White students in integrated schools since 1964 were also found to be performing better than their predecessors in segregated schools. 191 Similarly, after one year's experience with a busing program for grades K-5 known as Project Concern of Hartford, Connecticut, tests showed that for grades K-1 achievement in arithmetic, vocabulary, and verbal IQ increased; in grades 2 and 3, total IQ test performance increased; and in grades 4 and 5, vocabulary scores increased significantly. A study done after the second year of the Hartford program found black students moving "toward greater verbal productivity, increased accuracy in the associative and sort-
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ing processes, and an enhanced willingness to take a risk in terms of verbal responses to situations.  

A 1958 study of schools in New Albany, Indiana, found that after two years of desegregation the achievement gap between blacks and whites narrowed significantly. Concerning this study, Weinberg wrote that "the researcher attributed this improvement directly to desegregation." He found, too, that the Negro children who attended interracial elementary schools started out in the first grade achieving at the same level as Negro children did in the segregated school. By third grade, however, the desegregated Negro children had pulled ahead; this continued into sixth grade. The researcher concluded that the longer the association between black and white pupils in desegregated schools, the smaller the gap in academic achievement between them. This is the result of an improved school climate and the change in teacher expectations.

The school busing program implemented voluntarily in Berkeley, California, has been a model for other school systems seeking to create multiracial schools. Berkeley cross-buses 40 percent of its elementary school children to achieve multiracial classrooms. Implementation of the program, completed in 1968, has been accomplished without parental resistance, mainly because of effective local leadership in the political and educational spheres. A state of California study of reading levels in grades 1-3 found that Berkeley blacks averaged 19.5 months gain in reading for a two-year or twenty-month period. This far exceeds the average national gain for blacks on similar tests and compares favorably with twenty-one-month average gain for Berkeley whites.

ACHIEVEMENT IN DETROIT

Achievement levels for students in the Detroit public schools have not reached the national norm since 1957. This is true for both blacks and whites in the city, although black schools have been even
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farther below the national average than white ones. On the "Iowa Test of Basic Skills" administered in 1969, the national mean score was 4.1, but the Detroit city-wide mean was only 3.2. However, the mean for students in schools 90 percent or more white was 3.63 compared to 3.01 in schools 90 percent or more black.¹⁹⁶ The pattern of black students being further behind than whites is repeated at grades 6 and 8; and, using the STEP reading test as a measure, at grades 10 and 12.

There is a body of data from such men as Otto Klineberg, Robert Havighurst, Kenneth Clark, and Martin P. Deutsch to support the point of view that there is little difference between black and white children when they enter the school system. Significant differences between black and white achievement begin to appear once children are engaged in the educational program, and this gap increases over time. Coleman reported that in tests of some verbal and nonverbal skills, minority student scores are farther behind the white majority at the twelfth grade than they were at the first grade.¹⁹⁷ The pattern of increasing deterioration of black student performance as the time in school increases is not unique to Detroit.¹⁹⁸ A study in Plainfield, New Jersey, comparing achievement in a predominately black elementary school with performance in three white schools found that scores for the black school ranged from 1.1 to 2.4 grade levels below the average for the white schools, with a greater disparity between blacks and whites in grade 6 than in grade 3.¹⁹⁹

Tracking or ability grouping in the Detroit school system has played a significant role in bringing about the low level of minority student achievement described above. Tracking in Detroit represents another way in which a segregated school system works to separate blacks from the few whites in their schools and to separate higher-

achieving from lower-achieving blacks. Typically, blacks have been placed in tracks reflecting a lower academic press. Youngsters in lower academic tracks very often are viewed by teachers not as educationally retarded but as intellectually retarded, and thus incapable of benefiting from the school experience. This is all part of the Rosenthal and Jacobson concept of the self-fulfilling prophecy in education. Clark observed that once one organizes an educational system where children are placed in tracks or that certain judgments about their ability determine what is done for them and how much they are taught, the horror is that the results tend to justify the assumptions.

In Detroit, tracking has been an integral part of educational planning. It is significant that English, a subject essential to success in almost every other academic area, is the most rigidly tracked curriculum. The 1968 Detroit High School Study Commission report found that "in those schools where approximately one-half of the students are at one end of the continuum, such as track II, and most of the other students are in track IV or track VI, the percentage of Negroes in these schools parallels these percentages." Blacks in Detroit have been trapped in lower-ability groups where it has been impossible for them to experience the full range of educational activities which might allow them in some way to close the achievement gap between blacks and whites. Placement of blacks in lower tracks symbolizes inferiority and leads to low self-esteem and consequently to poor academic performance. Tracking to create segregated classrooms is as damaging to black achievement as segregated schools.

All children can learn in the proper educational setting. A study of the impact of one year of watching the popular television show "Sesame Street" found that "children from disadvantaged backgrounds who watched the program more than middle-class children..."
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learned more than their advantaged peers." Economically disadvantaged youngsters need not become educationally disadvantaged. There is nothing preordained about the educational failure of blacks in urban schools. The fault lies not in the children but rather in the educational personnel who have regarded black failure as inevitable. This is part of the total picture of educational irresponsibility which has contributed to the misinformation and bitterness pervading the debate on school desegregation and school busing in Detroit and throughout the nation.

THE LIE BEHIND THE NEIGHBORHOOD SCHOOL CONCEPT

Instead of setting the example for the public to follow, many school administrators and teachers have joined in the chorus of misinformed citizens who pit the neighborhood school concept against the need to bus children to create multiracial schools. The sudden revival of interest in neighborhood schools is directly related to white society's desire to avoid the issue of school desegregation without appearing to be racist. The doctrine of equal opportunity has reached the ears of the great majority of Americans and they shrink from openly denouncing it. Instead, they act in ways to deny equal educational opportunity to blacks and other minorities by defending the "right" of their children to attend neighborhood schools, while minorities are contained in educationally inferior settings from which they cannot escape. One St. Louis, Missouri mother, discussing the motives of parents who are avoiding school desegregation orders, accurately focused on the real problem: "They mouth one thing, but their hearts are saying something else. The real issue is race. They are afraid that blackness and poverty might rub off on their kids." Today's spokesmen for neighborhood schools are the same people who in the early 1950s told the Reverend Oliver Brown that his daughter did not have the right to attend her neighborhood school, and instead she had to attend an all-black school twenty-four blocks away from her home.

The whole notion of the neighborhood school has been a myth
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for the bulk of Americans for a long time. This myth has become even more popular since the Supreme Court proscribed school segregation. Chroniclers of American education report that the “neighborhood school” was not the institution on which our educational system was based. The evidence is clear that much of the present emphasis on the so-called neighborhood school is directly related to the migration of southern blacks to northern urban centers.

The neighborhood school began as a tool for discrimination against minorities and is still being used in this way. Dodson appropriately describes the function of the neighborhood school today as a “turf on which those who have power shield themselves from those who are powerless. They are able to attract for the education of theirs what cannot be provided for the entirety of the community. They are content to live with such unshared privilege. Hence, it tends to corrupt both the powerful and the powerless. It is impossible to teach community in a neighborhood school.”

A review of relevant court decisions reveals few precedents to support the notion that the neighborhood school is a well-established American institution. Assertions of the supposedly long history of neighborhood schools are rarely supported with hard data. Recent court cases have held that the right to attend a neighborhood school is not really inviolate. In a 1964 New Jersey school case, the court said that “the so-called neighborhood school concept . . . is not so immutable as to admit no exceptions whatsoever.” Similarly, a 1964 New York decision stated that “the court does not hold that the neighborhood school policy per se is unconstitutional; it does hold that this policy is not immutable.”

THE BUSING CONTROVERSY

The neighborhood school concept is expendable when it infringes on the constitutional guarantee of equal protection. In the ideal
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society free from all discrimination and its effects, every child might be able to attend his or her neighborhood school. This is not the case today. In many ways the neighborhood school is obsolete in the context of the realities of urban America today. Metropolitan areas like Detroit are made up of highly interrelated and interdependent communities. Neighborhoods are arbitrarily defined by school boards which use various written and unwritten criteria in setting school boundaries. As Sedler points out...

What constitutes a neighborhood for school purposes depends on what the board classifies as a neighborhood. This is particularly true in regard to elementary schools in the cities where one school may be located but a few blocks from another. Many children are practically as close to one school as to another. The board can decide that a neighborhood shall be classified as running north and south or east and west. It decides what fringe areas shall be included in a particular neighborhood. Where racial ghettos merge, a particular choice may result in factually segregated schools or integrated schools.

Frequently, a resident of Detroit who lives in one neighborhood may drive his car fifteen or twenty-five miles to work in another community. If transportation can be used to take people out of their home neighborhoods to earn a living, school children should have the same opportunity to employ these technological advances in transportation to obtain quality education in multicultural settings. The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights stated in 1967:

We do not hesitate to bus our children long distances in rural areas, or, in cities, to private schools or to schools offering special advantages. Thus, the issue is not whether small neighborhood schools are good or busing bad, per se, but whether the interests of our children will be served or impaired by particular proposals or solutions.

Busing has long been accepted as an educational tool in this country, but it only became controversial when promoted as the most effective strategy to overcome racial segregation in the schools. In 1920, one out of every fifty school children in the U.S. rode a bus; by 1962, one out of every three children did. In
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1971, 42 percent of the nation’s 19.6 million elementary and secondary school students were bused to school, and 80 percent of all U.S. school districts maintained at least one school bus.\textsuperscript{213} Assertions of the physical danger to children riding buses fail to take into account that the accident rate for children on school buses is less than one-sixth the rate for children walking to school. The American Automobile Association reports that most children in traffic accidents “are killed or injured near their homes.”\textsuperscript{214} It is safe to infer that many of these accidents occur while children are walking to their neighborhood schools.

In the Detroit area, busing has been a widely accepted practice in suburban school districts. As noted earlier, over 200,000 students in the desegregation area are already bused to school each day. Judge Roth found that within Detroit, the school board’s policy to relieve overcrowding was to bus black students past and away from white schools with available seats to all-black or, predominately black schools.\textsuperscript{215} Roth stated that with one exception the Detroit board never bused white children to black schools, even though inner city schools, 90 percent or more black, had over 20,000 vacant seats.

In many cases where busing has been implemented, white parents’ fears of school unrest and even violence have proved unfounded. Such fears are generated by the prejudices of parents, not by children. Despite school disturbances in Pontiac, Michigan, in September 1971, desegregation of schools in that city has been judged successful. The limited busing program implemented in 1971 in Lansing, Michigan, represents another case of nonviolent desegregation of schools. Former Berkeley school superintendent Sullivan observed that over the years black children have been the victims of violence more frequently than white children in newly desegregated schools.\textsuperscript{216} Robert Cole concluded on the basis of his ob-
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servations of several busing situations that, initially, black and white students feel threatened by each other, but he reported no physical or psychological harm to either group. 217

THE POLITICAL NATURE OF EDUCATION

Busing in Detroit, Richmond, Memphis, and other metropolitan areas will not automatically solve all of the nation's education problems, but it will provide a very necessary beginning. If the debate over school busing in Detroit and nationwide has had any value at all, it has been to emphasize the fact that the problems of American education are political issues requiring political solutions. In Michigan, busing has become literally the only issue on which the election of the state's U.S. senator is being decided in 1972. Republican incumbent Senator Robert P. Griffin promoted himself as the chief sponsor of a constitutional amendment to ban school busing. Bowing to political pressure, his opponent, Frank Kelley, state attorney general, advertised himself as the man who spearheaded the appeal of the Roth decision and he broke with established precedent by arguing the case in person before the circuit court of appeals this summer (1972). Kelley's later position was a reversal of a stance taken earlier when he signed a Democratic party position paper endorsing busing as a tool to bring about multiracial schools. It appears that, as in the past, the crucial question of how we can best meet the educational needs of all children will be decided by politicians and not by educators.

We know that black children will not automatically perform better in school simply because they are seated next to whites. We also know that multiracial schools are politically and educationally more secure because race is neutralized as a factor that allows teachers and school boards to discriminate against children. Charles Sumner, arguing in an 1849 court case in favor of multiracial schools in Massachusetts, presented an early claim that "the school derives strength from the unity and solidarity of all classes beneath its roof. In this way the poor, the humble, and the neglected not only share the companionship of the more favored, but enjoy also the protection of their presence, which draws toward the school a more watchful

superintendence. A degraded and neglected class, if left to themselves, will become more degraded or neglected.”

Pettigrew believes that the continued high level of achievement for whites in desegregated schools occurs in part because the pressure is too great to prevent its decline. School officials know that politically they dare not permit white achievement to decline, and so they make whatever changes are necessary to see that this does not occur.

Education in America is big business. The total budget for education in this country exceeds $42 billion—more than the budget of most American corporations. School officials cannot afford to let the “profits” for whites fall; if they do, they face a possible “stockholders” revolt. Therefore, school personnel are willing to do anything they can in order to keep white performance high. This, in turn, is reflected in black student achievement in multiracial schools. Blacks have to recognize that whites clearly control the American political and educational arenas. Whites do not perceive themselves threatened by black failure in segregated schools, because the problem is “ghettoized.” Multiracial schools threaten whites so that they become willing to use their powers and resources to improve the quality of education offered to blacks. The improvement of multiracial schools then becomes the majority group’s self-interest.

The Michigan Education Association, which represents most of the school teachers in the suburban desegregation area, filed an amicus curiae brief in the Detroit case, focusing on the need to improve teacher training and improve curricula in central city schools. While there is certainly a need to reevaluate both teacher preparation programs and what is being taught in the schools, the MEA brief provides a further example of the educational establishment refusing to deal with the real problems of urban education. The MEA has not spoken out on the main issue in Detroit. It has not come out in support of school busing as the only means now available to create multiracial schools in the Detroit area. It has not pledged that its member teachers will do everything possible to insure the success of desegregation. Instead, the MEA has skirted
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the issue by focusing on secondary issues and has even requested the court to exclude MEA teachers from the faculty desegregation order because they were not actually defendants in the case. Without multiracial schools, the reforms proposed by the MEA would be meaningless.

Once a school is effectively desegregated, it is time to develop new programs for teachers, students, and parents to build most effectively on the advantages of multiracial schools. In Detroit, plans have been developed for a faculty and staff in-service training program to be carried out before complete desegregation is implemented. In this way, school personnel can begin to explore the ways in which teachers express negative attitudes toward minority students and develop new behaviors which reflect faith in the ability of all children to learn in multiracial settings. In addition, Roth ordered each school in the desegregation area to insure that its curriculum, activities, and conduct standards respect the diversity of students from differing ethnic backgrounds. Roth took into account the need to involve parents in educational planning and to provide active channels through which parents could easily express their concerns to school officials. Each school in the desegregation area will have a biracial advisory committee consisting of parents, students, and teachers. An area-wide complaints council will also be set up to mediate complaints about schools in the desegregation area, thus providing an avenue for dialogue between different sectors of the Detroit community. I believe that the most significant kind of community control of education resides in the ability of parents to make reasonable and honest inputs into the school system to affect the educational programs of their children. The faith of parents in their ability to effectively correct defects in the system positively influences both parent and student attitudes toward the schools. The desegregation plan for Detroit includes adequate provisions to facilitate this type of educational community control.

THE UNIVERSITY AND MULTIRACIAL EDUCATION

Throughout the history of this country, race has played a significant part in shaping educational institutions in the North as well as 


in the South. Racism in education has been just one part in the overall pattern of racial discrimination, which has pervaded all social activities in America. Now the white-power structure is being asked to answer the challenge of operationalizing the ideals of a democratic society through northern school desegregation. Closing the gap between black and white in America, the Kerner commission wrote, will require “new attitudes, new understanding, and above all, new will.” The educational structure has the potential to provide all three. Multiracial schools can provide an example for the community at large to work toward erasing the differences in opportunity resulting from racial and income variables.

Universities as the training ground for future educational personnel can play a significant part in preparing teachers and administrators who will actively promote and work toward the success of multiracial schools. Currently we are turning out teachers who do not understand how their attitudes and behaviors negatively affect minority student performance, who do not perceive themselves and the schools as agents of social change, and who do not know how to significantly involve parents in the educational process. Colleges of education have the responsibility to alter radically their training programs to meet the demands of urban education to bring them in line with the findings of the latest research in this area. One meaningful approach would be to expose education majors to multiracial school settings very early in their academic careers. The teacher should be prepared during his or her student days to work with the many unique problems associated with the multiracial school. Through early exposure to urban classrooms, students who have particular desires or abilities to work in these settings could be identified and encouraged in their work. Like prodigies in art and music, the good teacher must be nurtured and supported in every way possible, so that his or her talent is not lost or diverted elsewhere during four years of college.

In addition to training new personnel, universities should encourage local school systems and state education agencies to plan retraining programs for current school teachers and administrators.

This could be done through special seminars at the university or through regular courses offered in colleges of education. Educators have been unwilling to admit that many of the practices of the past are unsuitable for today's classrooms. Universities can help them to realize this and take necessary steps toward improvement.

The failure of adults, particularly in the educational sphere, has hurt all of our children. Change requires courageous and strong leadership. As former Commissioner of Education Howe told a school administrators' conference:

> It is now much less dangerous to make a mistake than to do nothing. The load we carry is that of irritating a fair percentage of our white constituents ... of embarrassing some governors and mayors, of alarming some newspaper publishers and enraging suburban taxpayers, who, in proportion to their means, are not paying as much for their good schools as taxpayers are paying for their bad ones.

> Unless all of us are willing to put our job and our integrity on the line, we should admit that American educators are no longer prepared to be prime movers in American education.  

In Detroit, the NAACP had to be the "prime mover" in the desegregation suit. This should not have had to happen. It should, however, serve as a warning to the educational establishment that even if it abdicates its social responsibilities, outside groups like the NAACP will continue to press for changes until racism in American education is eliminated. School personnel and university professors of education should face their social responsibilities so that they can assist in shaping a nation free from arbitrary race and class distinctions that affect the lives of all men.
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